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1. Introduction 
 The concept of fuzzy set was given by  Zadeh [14], which laid the foundation of fuzzy 
mathematics.  Later on, the concept of fuzzy metric space was introduced by Kramosil and 
Michalek[6] which is modified by George and Veeramani[2]. Also Grabiec [3] proved some fixed 
point results for fuzzy metric space which was developed extensively by many authors and  used in 
various fields. Sessa [10] introduced the tradition of improving commutative condition in fixed point 
theorems by introducing the notion of weak commuting property.  In 2006 the concept of weakly 
compatible maps is given Jungck and Rhodes[5] which is more generalized than compatible maps 
after that R - weak commutatibity of mappings of fuzzy metric space is defined by Vasuki[12] and he 
also proved the fuzzy version of Pant’s[8] theorem.  In 2000,  Singh and  Chauhan introduced the 
concept of compatibility in fuzzy metric space.  Here we will prove a fixed point theorem in fuzzy 
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metric space by defining weak commuting in fuzzy metric space and reciprocal continuity for 
idempotent maps in generalized fuzzy metric spaces.   
 
 
 
2. Preliminaries 
 
Definition 2.1. 

A binary operation *: [0, 1 ] × [ 0, 1 ] → [0, 1 ] is a continuous t - norm,  if it satisfies the 
following conditions: 

(i) * is associative and commutative, 
(ii) * is continuous, 
(iii) a  * 1 = a for all a ∈ [0, 1], 
(iv) a * b  ≤  c * d whenever a ≤ c and b ≤ d, for each a, b, c, d ∈[0, 1]. 

 
Definition 2.2  

A 3-tuple (X, ℳ, ∗ )  is called ℳ- fuzzy metric space if X is an arbitrary non empty set, ∗ is a 
continuous t-norm and ℳ is a fuzzy set on X3 × (0,∞), satisfying the following conditions:  for eachx, 
y, z, a ∈ X and t, s > 0. 

(ℳ1) ℳ(x, y, z, t) > 0, 
(ℳ2)ℳ(x, y, z, t) = 1 if and only if x = y = z, 
(ℳ3)  ℳ (x, y, z, t) = ℳ(p{x, y, z}, t), when p is the permutation function, 
(ℳ4)  ℳ(x, y, a, t) ∗ℳ(a, z, z, s) ≤  ℳ (x, y, z, t + s), 
(ℳ5) ℳ(x, y, z, . ) : [0, ∞) → [0,1] is left continuous, 
(ℳ6) lim

𝑡𝑡→∞
ℳ(x, y, z, t) = 1 for all x, y, z ∈ X. 

 
Definition 2.3 
 Two self mappings f and g of a generalized fuzzy metric space (X,M,∗) is called weakly 
commuting  if M(f2g2x, g2f2x, g2f2x, t) ≥ M(f2x, g2x, g2x, t). 
 
Remark  2.4 
 Weak commutative reduced to weak commuting pair (f, g) that is  
M (f2g2x, g2f2x, g2f2x, t) ≥ M (f2gx, g2fx, g2fx, t) ≥ M (fg2x, gf2x, gf2x, t) 

 ≥M (fgx, gfx, gfx, t)≥M (f2x, g2x, g2x, t) 
If f and g are idempotent map that is f2 = f, g2 = g. 
 
Definition 2.5 

Two self mappings f and g of a generalized fuzzy metric space (X, M, ∗) into itself which are 
idempotent maps that is f2=f and g2= g are called reciprocally continuous on X if lim

𝑛𝑛→∞
f2g2xn = f2x and   

lim
𝑛𝑛→∞

 g2f2x = g2xwhenever {xn} is a sequence in X such that  lim
𝑛𝑛→∞

 f2xn = lim
𝑛𝑛→∞

 g2xn = x for some x in X. 
That is M (f2g2xn, g2f2xn, g2f2xn, t) ≥ M (f2gxn, g2fxn, g2fxn, t)  

 ≥ M (fg2xn, gf2xn, gf2xn, t)  
≥ M (fgxn, gfxn, gfxn, t)  

   ≥ M (f2xn, g2xn, g2xn, t)  
≥ M(f2x, g2x, g2x, t), 
whenever {xn} is a sequence in X such that   
lim
𝑛𝑛→∞

M (f2xn, g2xn, g2xn, t) ≥ M (f2x, g2x, g2x, t) for all t > 0 thus if two self mappings are weak 
commuting then they are reciprocally continuous as well.  
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Lemma 2.6 
  Let {yn} be a sequence in generalized fuzzy metric space (X, M, *) with the condition  
lim
𝑛𝑛→∞

M(x, y, z, t) = 1 and if there exist a number k ∈(0, 1) such that  
M (y2n+2, yn+1, yn+1, kt) ≥ M (y2n+1, yn, yn, t) for all t > 0, then {yn} is a Cauchy sequence in X. 
 
Lemma 2.7 
  Let f and g be two mappings on a complete generalized fuzzy metric space (X, M, *) into 
itself such that for some k ∈ (0, 1), M (fx, gx, gx, kt) ≥ min {M(x, y, z, t), M(fx, x, x, t)} for all x, y, z 
∈ X and for all t > 0. Then f and g have a unique common fixed point in X.  
 
 
 
 
3. Main Result 
 
Theorem 3.1 
 Let (X, M, *) be a complete generalized fuzzy metric space and P, Q and R be continuous 
mappings of X in X. Let A, B and C be self mappings of X satisfying [A, P],[B, Q] and [C, R] are 
weak commuting and  

(i)     A(X) ⊆ P(X), B(X) ⊆ Q(X) and C(X) ⊆ R(X). 
 (ii)   M(A2x, B2y, C2z, t)≥ r[min{M(P2x,Q2y, R2z,t),M(P2x,A2x,Q2z,t),M(Q2y,P2y,C2z,t),  
M(R2z,C2z,Q2x,t),M(R2x, Q2y, R2z,  t),M(P2x,Q2x,C2y,t)}]. 
For all x,y,z∈ X,where r:[0,1] → [0,1]is continuous function such that r(t) > t for each  
0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and r(1) =1. The sequence {xn}, {yn} and {zn} in X are such thatxn →x,yn→y,zn→ z 
⇒M (xn, yn, zn, t) → M(x, y, z, t) where t> 0 then A, B, C, P, Q and R have a unique common fixed 
point in X. 
 
Proof:  We define sequence {xn}, {yn} and {zn} such that y2n=A2x2n=P2x2n+1,  

y2n+1=B2x2n+1=Q2x2n+2andy2n+2= C2x2n+2=R2x2n+3, for n=1,2... now we shall prove that {xn} is a 
Cauchy sequence . 
Let M2n = M(y2n+2, y2n+1, y2n, t)= M(A2x2n+2, B2x2n+1, C2x2n, t) 

≥ r(min{M(P2x2n+2, Q2x2n+1, R2x2n, t), M(P2x2n+2, A2x2n+2, Q2x2n, t),  
M(Q2x2n+1, P2x2n+1,C2x2n, t), M(R2x2n, C2x2n, Q2x2n+2, t), 
M(R2x2n+2, Q2x2n+1, R2x2n, t), M(P2x2n+2, Q2x2n+2, C2x2n+1, t)}) 

≥r(min{M(y2n+1, y2n, y2n-1, t), M(y2n+1, y2n+2, y2n, t), M(y2n, y2n, y2n,t), 
M(y2n-1, y2n, y2n+1, t), M(y2n+1, y2n, y2n-1, t),M(y2n+1, y2n+1, y2n+1, t)}) 
≥r(min{M2n-1, M2n, 1,M2n-1, M2n-1, t})   (3.1.1) 

If M2n-1≥M2n then M2n≥r[M2n-1]>M2n-1 
which is a contradiction therefore M2n-1≥M2n 
From (3.1.1) we have M2n≥r[M2n-1]>M2n-1    (3.1.2) 
Thus {M2n, n≥ 0} is increasing sequence of positive real numbers in [0,1] and therefore approaches to 
l1 ≥ 1 it is clear that l1 = 1 because if l1< 1 then on taking limit as n→ ∞ in (3.1.2) we get l1 ≥ r[l1] >l1 a 
contradiction hencel1 = 1.Now for any integer m, 
M(yn, yn+m, yn+m, t) ≥ M(yn, yn+m, yn+m+1, t/m) *... *  M(yn+m-1, yn+m, yn+m+1, t/m) 
Therefore, lim

𝑛𝑛→∞
M(yn,yn+m, yn+m+1, t) ≥ 1 * 1 * …* 1 because lim

𝑛𝑛→∞
 M(yn, yn+1, yn+2, t) = 1  

for t > 0.Thus {yn} is a Cauchy sequence and by the completeness of X.  
{yn} converges to u ∈ X  so its subsequence{ A2x2n+2},{B2x2n+1}, {C2x2n}, {p2x2n+2}, {Q2x2n+1}, {R2x2n} 
also converges to same point u.Since [A, P] is weak commuting so, 
M(A2P2 x2n+2, A2P2 x2n+2, A2P2 x2n+2, t)≥ M(A2 x2n+2, P2 x2n+1, P2 x2n+1, t). On taking limit n → ∞ 
A2P2 x2n+1 = P2 A2 x2n+1 = P2u. 
Now, we will show that P2u= u. 
First suppose that P2u ≠ u then there exists t > 0 such that M (P2u,u,u,t) < 1. 
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Now, 
M(A2x2n+2, B2x2n+1, C2x2n, t)≥r(min{M(P3x2n+2, Q2x2n+1, R2x2n, t), M(P3x2n+2, A2P2x2n+2, Q2x2n, t),  
M(Q2x2n+1, P3x2n+1, C2x2n, t), M(R2x2n, C2x2n, Q2x2n+2, t), 
M(R2x2n+2, Q2x2n+1, R2x2n, t), M(P3x2n+2, Q2x2n+2, C2x2n+1, t)}) 
⇒M(P2u, u, u, t) ≥ r(min{M(P2u, u, u, t), M(P2u, P2u, u, t), M(u, P2u, u, t), M(u, u, u, t), M(u, u, u, t),  
M(P2u, u, u, t)})  
⟹M(P2u, u, u, t) ≥ r[M(P2u, u, u, t)] >M(P2u, u, u, t). 
Which is a contradiction. Therefore, P2u= u. 
Thus u is a fixed point of P. Similarly we can prove that u is also a fixed point of A.i.e. A2u = u. 
Now to prove that u is a fixed point of Q, suppose u is not a fixed point of Q then for any t> 0, 
M(u,Q2u, u, t)< 1. Now, 
M(A2u, B2Q2x2n+1, C2x2n, t)≥ r(min{M(P2u, Q3x2n+1, R2x2n, t), M(P2u, A2u, Q3x2n, t),  

M(Q3x2n+1, P2x2n+1, R2x2n, t), M(R2x2n, C2x2n, Q3u, t), 
M(R2u, Q3x2n+1, R2x2n, t), M(P2u, Q3u, C2x2n+1, t)}) 

⟹M(u, Q2 u, u, t) ≥ r(min{M(u, Q2 u, u, t), M(u, u, Q2u, t), M(Q2u, u, u, t), M(u, Q2u, u, t),  
M(u, Q2u, u, t), M(u, Q2u, u, t)})   

⟹M(u, Q2u, u, t) ≥ r[M(u, Q2u, u, t)] >M(u, Q2u, u, t). 
Which is a contradiction. Therefore Q2u =u.So,u is a fixed point of Q. i.e., B2u=u. 
Now we prove that u is a fixed point of R then for any t> 0, M(u, u, R2u, t)<1. Now,  
M(A2u, B2u, C2x2n, t)≥r(min{M(P2u, Q2u, R3x2n, t), M(P2u, A2u, Q2u, t),M(Q2u, P2u, R3x2n, t), 
M(R3x2n, C2R2x2n, Q2u, t),M(R3u, Q2u, R3x2n, t), M(P2u, Q2u, C2R2u, t)}) 
⟹M(u, u, R2u, t) ≥ r(min{M(u, u, R2u, t), M(u, u, u, t), M(u, u, R2u, t), M(R2u, u, R2u, t),  
M(R2u, u, R2u, t), M(u, u, R2u, t)})   
⟹M(u, u, R2u, t) ≥ r[M(u, u, R2u, t)] >M(u, u, R2u, t). 
Which is a contradiction. Therefore R2u = u.So,u is a fixed point of R. i.e., C2u=u. 
Similarly, we can show that s is a common fixed point of A, B, C, P, Q and R. 
 
Uniqueness: Suppose another fixed point u ≠ w.Then  
M(A2u, B2w, C2w, t)≥ r(min{M(P2u, Q2w, R2w, t), M(P2u, A2u, Q2u, t), M(Q2w, P2w, C2w, t),  
   M(R2w, C2w, Q2u, t),M(R2u, Q2w, R2w, t), M(P2u, Q2u, C2w, t)}) 
  ≥r(min{M(u, w, w, t), M(u, u, u, t), M(w, w, w, t), M(w, w, u, t),  

M(u, w, w, t), M(u, u, w, t)})   
⟹M(u, w, w, t) ≥ r[M(u, w, w, t)]. 
Which is contradiction, therefore,u = w. 

Hence A, B, C, P, Q and R have unique common fixed point.  
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